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Abstract. This report reviews several selected topics pre-
sented in SH1.01 and HE2.01 – HE2.06 sessions dedicated
to muons and neutrinos. There were 118 papers in these ses-
sions. Many of them deserve discussion and presentation in
rapporteur talks. However, I put the priority to exciting new
results, primary the results on neutrino oscillations from so-
lar and atmospheric neutrinos.

The first results from the SNO experiment combined with
the Super-Kamiokande solar neutrino data give essential in-
formation toward the understanding of the 30-year-old “so-
lar neutrino problem”. Increased statistics of the atmospheric
neutrino data make it possible to study details of muon neu-
trino oscillations. Recent precise atmospheric muon data
give very important constraint to the absolute flux of the at-
mospheric neutrinos. The results from recent muon measure-
ments are reviewed and the status of the new generation oft
he neutrino flux calculations is summarized. Finally, status
and the future prospect of the high energy neutrino astron-
omy are discussed.

1 Introduction

In solar and atmospheric neutrino measurements, there have
been well-known problems. One is the “missing solar neu-
trino problem” (Davis et al., 1968) since the late 1960’s. The
other is the “atmospheric muon neutrino deficit” (Hirata et
al., 1988). The later was confirmed to be due to neutrino
oscillations in 1998 (Fukuda et al., 1998).

In this conference, a result from a D2O solar neutrino ex-
periment, SNO, (Waltham, 2001) (Ahmad et al., 2001) was
reported. This result combined with a precise measurement
of the solar neutrino flux by neutrino electron scattering in
Super-Kamiokande provides evidence for solar neutrino os-
cillations.

Neutrino flavor oscillations (Maki, Nakagawa, Sakata,
1962)(see also (Pontecorvo, 1957)) is one of a few ways to
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study small neutrino masses and mixings. For simplicity,
we consider two-flavor neutrino oscillations. If neutrinos are
massive, the flavor eigenstates,να andνβ , are expressed as
combinations of the mass eigenstates,νi andνj . The prob-
ability for a neutrino produced in a flavor stateνα to be ob-
served in flavor stateνβ after traveling a distanceL through
a vacuum is:

P (να → νβ) = sin2 2θij sin2

(
1.27∆m2

ij(eV2)L(km)
Eν((GeV ))

)
(1)

where,Eν is the neutrino energy,θij is the mixing angle be-
tween the flavor eigenstates and the mass eigenstates, and
∆m2

ij = m2
νj −m2

νi.
Three neutrino flavors have been observed. Therefore, the

above description has to be generalized to three-flavor oscil-
lations. In the three-flavor oscillation framework, neutrino
oscillations are parameterized by three mixing angles (θ12,
θ23, andθ13), three mass squared differences (∆m2

12, ∆m2
23,

and∆m2
13; among the three∆m2’s, only two are indepen-

dent) and one CP phase (δ). However, if a neutrino mass
hierarchy is assumed, the three∆m2’s are approximated by
two ∆m2, and neutrino oscillation lengths are significantly
different for the two∆m2’s. One∆m2 (∆m2

12) is related to
solar neutrino experiments. The other∆m2 (∆m2

23) is re-
lated to atmospheric neutrino oscillation experiments. It is
known that it is approximately correct to assume two-flavor
oscillations for analyses of the present neutrino oscillation
data. Therefore, in this article, we mainly discuss two fla-
vor neutrino oscillations assuming two significantly different
∆m2’s.

2 Solar neutrinos

Solar neutrinos have been observed by six experiments
(Cleveland et al., 1998) (Fukuda et al., 1996) (Abdurashitov
et al., 1999) (Hampel et al., 1999) (Fukuda et al., 2001) (Alt-
mann et al., 2000). However, the observed fluxes from these
experiments (see Fig. 1) have been significantly lower than
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Fig. 1. Summaryof the observed solar neutrinoflux by various
experiments(beforeSNO).Theuncertaintiesin theSSMprediction
arealsoshown.

StandardSolarModel (SSM)predictions (Bahcall,Pinson-
neault,Basu,2001). It is known that the presentsolarneu-
trino datacannotbe explainedby reasonablemodifications
of the solarmodel. On the otherhand,it is possibleto ex-
plain the solarneutrinodataby neutrinooscillationsin the
Sun (Mikheyev, Smirnov, 1985,1986) (Wolfenstein,1978)
or in thevacuum.Figure2 shows theallowedparameterre-
gionsof neutrinooscillationsbasedon a combinedanalysis
of theflux measurements(Fogli etal.,2001).Becauseof the
mattereffectfor oscillationsbetween��> and ��? , where@A�CB
or D , themixing anglesmallerandlargerthan45E canbedis-
tinguished,andthereforethe horizontalaxisshows tan

� � 7 � .
Severalallowedparameterregionsareobserved. (Hereafter,
in the solar neutrinosection,if an explicit mention is not
made,wealwaysassume� > ��� ? oscillations.)

For a definite confirmationof the solar neutrinooscilla-
tions, experimentalresultsthat cannotbe predictedby any
solarmodelsarehighly desirable.Furthermore,the param-
eter region of neutrinooscillationsshouldbe uniquely de-
termined. It is predictedthat the spectrumof the F B solar
neutrinosshouldbedistortedsignificantlyandthe G Be solar
neutrinosarealmostcompletelyoscillatedto theotherneutri-
nosfor the“small-mixing MSW solution” andthe“vacuum
oscillationsolution”,or aday-nighteffect in the F	H neutrino
flux shouldbe observed for a region of the “large-mixing
MSW solution”.

2.1 Super-Kamiokande

F B solarneutrinosaredetectedbySuper-Kamiokandethrough
neutrino-electronscattering,�JIK�L�/I (Fukudaet al., 2001)
(Blaufuss,2001). The thresholdenergy is 5.0 MeV. The
observed numberof eventsduring 1258daysof the datais
18,464M �ON�P �RQ	SUT&S % �/V�W�XYWZ\[�[ X �RQ	]JQ	S % � , whichcorrespondsto 0.459M N % N #	^ �_Q	SUT(S %�` Q	]/Q	S % � of thepredictedflux by theSSM (Bah-
call, Pinsonneault,Basu,2001). This experimentprovides
informationfor both the energy spectrumandthe day-night

Fig. 2. Allowed parameterregionsof a�bdcea�f(gihkjml�nporqJs os-
cillationsobtainedby themeasuredrateof solarneutrinosfrom Ga,
Cl andH t O experiments(Fogli et al., 2001).Theconstraintsfrom
thepredictedflux from thestandardsolarmodelareincluded. upv t
andtant�w in this figure andin Figure5 correspondto x.v t y t and
tantYz y t in thetext, respectively.

effect. Theday-nightdataareshown in Figure3(upper).The
day-timeandnight-timefluxesarecomparedas:

�|{ 5C} �~ ���|{ ` } � ~ � ��� 0.033 M 0.022(stat.)V��	� � 7 8Z �	� � 7 � (syst.),where
N andD show thefluxesin thenight- andday-time,respec-
tively. The possibleexcessof the flux in the night time is
about1.3standarddeviationsandis not significant.Further-
more,thedatadonotshow any evidencefor anenhancement
of theflux for neutrinospassingthroughthecoreof theEarth
(seethesixthnight bin in thefigure). Figure3(lower) shows
theobservedenergy spectrumof therecoil-electronsrelative
to the SSM prediction. A fit to an undistortedenergy spec-
trum gives � � ~ }���� = 19.0/18. The shapeof the energy
spectrumis consistentwith theSSMprediction.

Thepresentday-nightandenergyspectrumdatafromSuper-
Kamiokandedonotshow any SSMindependentevidencefor
neutrinooscillations.However, theseprecisedataareuseful
to constrainneutrinooscillationparameters.Indeed,mostof
the ”small-mixing MSW” and”vacuumoscillation” regions
areexcludedat 95%C.L (Fukudaet al., 2001) (Blaufuss,
2001).

Fig. 1. Summary of the observed solar neutrino flux by various
experiments (before SNO). The uncertainties in the SSM prediction
are also shown.

the Standard Solar Model (SSM) predictions (Bahcall, Pin-
sonneault, Basu, 2001). It is known that the present solar
neutrino data cannot be explained by reasonable modifica-
tions of the solar model. On the other hand, it is possible to
explain the solar neutrino data by neutrino oscillations in the
Sun (Mikheyev, Smirnov, 1985, 1986) (Wolfenstein, 1978)
or in the vacuum. Figure 2 shows the allowed parameter re-
gions of neutrino oscillations based on a combined analysis
of the flux measurements (Fogli et al., 2001). Because of
the matter effect for oscillations betweenνe andνx, where
x = µ or τ , the mixing angle smaller and larger than 45◦ can
be distinguished, and, therefore, the horizontal axis shows
tan2 θ12. Several allowed parameter regions are observed.
(Hereafter, in the solar neutrino section, if an explicit men-
tion is not made, we always assumeνe → νx oscillations.)

For a definite confirmation of the solar neutrino oscilla-
tions, experimental results that cannot be predicted by any
solar models are highly desirable. Furthermore, the param-
eter region of neutrino oscillations should be uniquely de-
termined. It is predicted that the spectrum of the8B solar
neutrinos should be distorted significantly and the7Be solar
neutrinos are almost completely oscillated to the other neutri-
nos for the “small-mixing MSW solution” and the “vacuum
oscillation solution”, or a day-night effect in the8B neutrino
flux should be observed for a region of the “large-mixing
MSW solution”.

2.1 Super-Kamiokande

8B solar neutrinos are detected by Super-Kamiokande
through neutrino-electron scattering,νe → νe (Fukuda et
al., 2001; Blaufuss, 2001). The threshold energy is 5.0 MeV.
The observed number of events during 1258 days of the
data is 18 464±204(stat.)+646

−554(syst.), which corresponds to
0.459±0.016(stat.+syst.) of the predicted flux by the SSM
(Bahcall, Pinsonneault, Basu, 2001). This experiment pro-
vides information for both the energy spectrum and the day-
night effect. The day-night data are shown in Fig. 3 (up-
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about1.3standarddeviationsandis not significant.Further-
more,thedatadonotshow any evidencefor anenhancement
of theflux for neutrinospassingthroughthecoreof theEarth
(seethesixthnight bin in thefigure). Figure3(lower) shows
theobservedenergy spectrumof therecoil-electronsrelative
to the SSM prediction. A fit to an undistortedenergy spec-
trum gives � � ~ }���� = 19.0/18. The shapeof the energy
spectrumis consistentwith theSSMprediction.

Thepresentday-nightandenergyspectrumdatafromSuper-
Kamiokandedonotshow any SSMindependentevidencefor
neutrinooscillations.However, theseprecisedataareuseful
to constrainneutrinooscillationparameters.Indeed,mostof
the ”small-mixing MSW” and”vacuumoscillation” regions
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Fig. 2. Allowed parameter regions ofνe → νx oscillations obtained
by the measured rate of solar neutrinos from Ga, Cl and H2O exper-
iments (Fogli et al., 2001). The constraints from the predicted flux
from the standard solar model are included.δm2 andtan2 ω in this
figure and in Fig. 5 correspond to∆m2

12 andtan2 θ12 in the text,
respectively.

per). The day-time and night-time fluxes are compared as:
(N −D)/((N +D)/2) = 0.033± 0.22 (stat.)+0.013

−0.012 (syst.),
whereN andD show the fluxes in the night- and day-time,
respectively. The possible excess of the flux in the night time
is about 1.3 standard deviations and is not significant. Fur-
thermore, the data do not show any evidence for an enhance-
ment of the flux for neutrinos passing through the core of the
Earth (see the sixth night bin in the figure). Fig. 3 (lower)
shows the observed energy spectrum of the recoil-electrons
relative to the SSM prediction. A fit to an undistorted en-
ergy spectrum givesχ2/DOF = 19.0/18. The shape of the
energy spectrum is consistent with the SSM prediction.

The present day-night and energy spectrum data from
Super-Kamiokande do not show any SSM independent ev-
idence for neutrino oscillations. However, these precise data
are useful to constrain neutrino oscillation parameters. In-
deed, most of the “small-mixing MSW” and “vacuum oscil-
lation” regions are excluded at 95%C.L (Fukuda et al., 2001)
(Blaufuss, 2001).

2.2 SNO

One of the highlights of this conference was the first results
from the SNO heavy water Cherenkov experiment. It is pos-
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Fig. 3. Upper:Day-nightflux datafrom Super-Kamiokande.Error
barsshow statisticalerrors.Lower: Themeasuredelectronenergy
spectrumrelative to theSSMpredictionin Super-Kamiokande.The
dottedbandaroundthehorizontalline shows theenergy correlated
uncertainty. Error barsshow statisticalandenergy-uncorrelateder-
rorsaddedin quadrature.

2.2 SNO

One of the highlights of this conferencewas the first re-
sults from the SNO heavy waterCherenkov experiment. It
is possibleto measurethe flux of F B solar �J�> s by � > } �I Z��&� (CC interaction). The SNO experimentreportedthe
rateof the CC interactionsof F B solarneutrinosusingthis
reaction. Figure 4 shows the angulardistributions of ob-
servedelectronsrelative to thedirectionvectorfrom theSun
to theEarth.Theforwardpeakshowseventsdueto neutrino-
electronscattering,andthe backward enhanceddistribution
shows the evidencefor eventsdueto ��> } ��I Z��O� . 975.4M 39.7CC eventsand106.1 M 15.2neutrino-electronscatter-
ing events(plus87.5backgroundevents)havebeenobserved
above 6.75MeV electronenergy during241daysof thede-
tectorexposure.Theobservedflux by theCCinteractionwas
0.347 M 0.029

�RQ	SUT&S %�` Qp]/Q	S % � of the StandardSolar Model
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Fig. 4. Upper: Angular distribution of the SNO data. The fitted
MonteCarlosimulationis shown by a histogram.Lower: Theratio
of thedatato theexpectedelectronenergy distribution with corre-
latedsystematicerrors.Theobservedflux by Super-Kamiokandeis
alsoshown.

prediction.Themeasuredenergy spectrumwasalsoconsis-
tentwith theprediction,seeFigure4.

2.3 SNO+ Super-Kamiokandecombinedanalysis

SNO measuresthe flux of electronneutrinos,while Super-
Kamiokandemeasurestheflux by neutrinoelectronscatter-
ing. The neutrino-electronscatteringprimary measuresthe� > flux, but is alsosensitive to theotherneutrinoswith a re-
ducedsensitivity. (The ���JI and ���OI crosssectionsareabout
1/7of thatof � > I .) Themeasuredflux in Super-Kamiokande
was0.459M 0.016

�RQ	SUT&S %i` Qp]/Q	S % � of theSSMprediction.The
observed flux by SNO is 3.3 � smallerthanthat by Super-
Kamiokande.Thisdiscrepancy givesthefirst directevidence
for solar neutrinooscillations,becausethe higher flux ob-
servedin theneutrino-electronscatteringis interpretedasdue
to � � I and � � I scattering.

Fromthe measurementsof SNOandSuper-Kamiokande,
it is possibleto estimatethetotal F B solarneutrinoflux inde-

Fig. 3. Upper: Day-night flux data from Super-Kamiokande. Error
bars show statistical errors. Lower: The measured electron energy
spectrum relative to the SSM prediction in Super-Kamiokande. The
dotted band around the horizontal line shows the energy correlated
uncertainty. Error bars show statistical and energy-uncorrelated er-
rors added in quadrature.

sible to measure the flux of8B solarνe by νeD → e−pp (CC
interaction). The SNO experiment reported the rate of the CC
interactions of8B solar neutrinos using this reaction. Fig-
ure 4 shows the angular distributions of observed electrons
relative to the direction vector from the Sun to the Earth. The
forward peak shows events due to neutrino-electron scatter-
ing, and the backward enhanced distribution shows the ev-
idence for events due toνeD → e−pp. 975.4 ± 39.7 CC
events and106.1 ± 15.2 neutrino-electron scattering events
(plus 87.5 background events) have been observed above
6.75 MeV electron energy during 241 days of the detector
exposure. The observed flux by the CC interaction was
0.347 ± 0.029 (stat. + syst.) of the Standard Solar Model
prediction. The measured energy spectrum was also consis-
tent with the prediction, see Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Upper: Angular distribution of the SNO data. The fitted
Monte Carlo simulation is shown by a histogram. Lower: The ratio
of the data to the expected electron energy distribution with corre-
lated systematic errors. The observed flux by Super-Kamiokande is
also shown.

2.3 SNO + Super-Kamiokande combined analysis

SNO measures the flux of electron neutrinos, while Super-
Kamiokande measures the flux by neutrino electron scatter-
ing. The neutrino-electron scattering primary measures the
νe flux, but is also sensitive to the other neutrinos with a re-
duced sensitivity. (Theνµe andντe cross sections are about
1/7 of that ofνee) The measured flux in Super-Kamiokande
was0.459± 0.016 (stat. + syst.) of the SSM prediction. The
observed flux by SNO is 3.3σ smaller than that by Super-
Kamiokande. This discrepancy gives the first direct evidence
for solar neutrino oscillations, because the higher flux ob-
served in the neutrino-electron scattering is interpreted as due
to νµe andντe scattering.

From the measurements of SNO and Super-Kamiokande,
it is possible to estimate the total8B solar neutrino flux
independent of neutrino oscillations. The estimated total8B
solar neutrino flux is5.44±0.99×106 cm−2s−1. This value
is in excellent agreement with the predicted value by the
SSM (5.05 ± 0.99 × 106 cm−2s−1) (Bahcall, Pinsonneault,
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Fig. 5. Allowedparameterregionsof neutrinooscillationsobtained
by theflux measurementsin varioussolarneutrinoexperimentsin-
cluding SNO, and day-nightand energy spectrummeasurements
from Super-Kamiokande.

pendentof neutrinooscillations.Theestimatedtotal F B so-
lar neutrinoflux is 5.44 M N % �&��6# N W cmZ �

sZ 7
. This valueis

in excellentagreementwith thepredictedvalueby theSSM
(5.05 �6# N W cmZ �

sZ 7
) (Bahcall,Pinsonneault,Basu,2001).

This is thefirst experimentalresultthatconfirmedthepredic-
tion on thesolarneutrinoflux.

The implication of the SNO plus Super-Kamiokandere-
sultsto neutrinooscillationparametersis shown in Figure5.
Sincethetotalflux is now constrainedby thecombined(SNO
+ Super-Kamiokande)result,oscillationparametersetsthat
predicttoo largeor too smalloscillationsof F B solarneutri-
nosareexcluded.Also, theresultsfrom Super-Kamiokande
on day-nighteffect and the energy spectrumconstrainthe
oscillationparameters.As a consequence,we find that the
“small mixing MSW solution” is excludedat 99.73%C.L.,
andonly a large

� 7 � is allowed. 1 On the otherhand,the)+* � 7 � region is still veryuncertain.
)+* � 7 � shouldbefurther

constrainedby futuresolarneutrinoexperiments.
Finally, we commentthat � > ������� >¡ 9� ¢ > oscillationsare

1In details, the confidencelevel of the exclusion of the small
angleMSW solutiondependson a particularanalysis(seefor ex-
ample, (Bahcallet al., 2001) (Bandyopadhyayet al., 2001)). In
this article, I took (Fogli et al., 2001),becausethis was the only
resultsthatwaspresentedin this conference.

stronglyexcludedby the higherflux measuredin neutrino-
electronscatteringthanthatmeasuredin ��> } �£I Z/�&� , where� �¡� >¡ �� ¢ > is a neutrinolike particlethatdoesnot interactwith
matterby eitherCC norNC interactions.

3 Atmospheric neutrinos

Cosmicray interactionsin the atmosphereproduceneutri-
nos.Althoughtheabsoluteflux is uncertainby M 20%,there
arevariousaccuratepredictionssuchas,zenith-angledistri-
butionof theflux andthe ��� ~ � > flux ratio.

Atmosphericneutrinoeventsdetectedin undergroundde-
tectorscanbeclassifiedas: (1) fully contained(FC) events,
(2)partially-contained(PC)events,(3) upwardstoppingmuon
events,and(4) upward through-goingmuonevents. Events
in class(1) and (2) are due to neutrinointeractionswithin
a detector, andeventsin class(2) containenergetic muons
from theseinteractionsthatexit thedetector. Eventsin class
(3) and(4) aredue to neutrinointeractionsin the rock be-
low the detectorwhich initiate highly energetic muonsthat
enterthedetector. Thetypical neutrinoenergiesfor FC,PC,
upwardstoppingandupwardthrough-goingmuoneventsare
of the order 1, 10, 10, and 100 GeV, respectively. Super-
Kamiokande,a 50,000ton water Cherenkov detector, ob-
serves all thesetypes of events. Soudan-2,a 1kton fine-
grainediron calorimeter, observesFC events.However, up-
wardgoingmuonshavenotbeenidentifieddueto thelackof
the fasttiming andthe resultingambiguitybetweenupward
anddownward going muons. MACRO, a liquid scintillator
detectorcombinedwith trackingdevices,detectsupwardgo-
ing muonsandPCevents.

Theflight lengthof theatmosphericneutrinosvariesfrom¤ 15 km to 13000km dependingon the zenithangleof the
neutrinodirection.For someoscillationparameters,it should
bepossibleto observe a zenithangle-dependentdeficit (and
possiblyexcess)of the neutrinoflux. However, the direc-
tion of theneutrinomustbeestimatedfrom thereconstructed
direction of the productsof the neutrinointeraction. Typ-
ically, for lepton momentumbelow ¤ 400 MeV/ ¥ , the lep-
tondirectionhaslittle correlationwith theneutrinodirection.
Therefore,thezenithangledependenceof theflux asa con-
sequenceof neutrinooscillationsis largelywashedoutbelow
400MeV/ ¥ . Thecorrelationanglegetssmallerwith increas-
ing leptonmomentum.

3.1 Containedevents

Thezenithangledistributionsfor I -likeand B -likeeventsob-
served in Super-Kamiokande(79 kton¦ yr) (Kamda,2001)
are shown in Figure 6. The B -like datahave exhibited a
strongdeficit of upward going eventswhile no significant
deficit has beenobserved in the I -like data. It is known
thattheflux is essentiallyup-down symmetricin theabsence
of neutrinooscillationsin the multi-GeV energy range.We
definethe up-down double-ratio,

��§ ~ } ��¨ª© � © /
�R§ ~ } ��«¬ ,

where
§

and } arethe numbersof upward(5 #¯®±°³² ��´ ®

Fig. 5. Allowed parameter regions of neutrino oscillations obtained
by the flux measurements in various solar neutrino experiments in-
cluding SNO, and day-night and energy spectrum measurements
from Super-Kamiokande.

Basu, 2001). This is the first experimental result that con-
firmed the prediction on the solar neutrino flux.

The implication of the SNO plus Super-Kamiokande re-
sults to neutrino oscillation parameters is shown in Fig. 5.
Since the total flux is now constrained by the combined
(SNO+ Super-Kamiokande) result, oscillation parameter sets
that predict too large or too small oscillations of8B so-
lar neutrinos are excluded. Also, the results from Super-
Kamiokande on day-night effect and the energy spectrum
constrain the oscillation parameters. As a consequence, we
find that the “small mixing MSW solution” is excluded at
99.73%C.L., and only a largeθ12 is allowed.1 On the other
hand, the∆m2

12 region is still very uncertain.∆m2
12 should

be further constrained by future solar neutrino experiments.
Finally, we comment thatνe → νsterile oscillations are

strongly excluded by the higher flux measured in neutrino-
electron scattering than that measured inνeD → e−pp,
whereνsterile is a neutrino like particle that does not inter-
act with matter by either CC nor NC interactions.

1In details, the confidence level of the exclusion of the small
angle MSW solution depends on a particular analysis (see, for ex-
ample, (Bahcall et al., 2001; Bandyopadhyay et al., 2001)). In this
article, I took (Fogli et al., 2001), because this was the only results
that was presented in this conference.

3 Atmospheric neutrinos

Cosmic ray interactions in the atmosphere produce neutri-
nos. Although the absolute flux is uncertain by±20%, there
are various accurate predictions such as, zenith-angle distri-
bution of the flux and theνµ/νe flux ratio.

Atmospheric neutrino events detected in underground de-
tectors can be classified as: (1) fully-contained (FC) events,
(2) partially-contained (PC) events, (3) upward stopping
muon events, and (4) upward through-going muon events.
Events in class (1) and (2) are due to neutrino interactions
within a detector, and events in class (2) contain energetic
muons from these interactions that exit the detector. Events
in class(3) and (4) are due to neutrino interactions in the rock
below the detector which initiate highly energetic muons that
enter the detector. The typical neutrino energies for FC, PC,
upward stopping and upward through-going muon events are
of the order of 1, 10, 10, and 100 GeV, respectively. Super-
Kamiokande, a 50 000 ton water Cherenkov detector, ob-
serves all these types of events. Soudan-2, a 1 kton fine-
grained iron calorimeter, observes FC events. However, up-
ward going muons have not been identified due to the lack of
the fast timing and the resulting ambiguity between upward
and downward going muons. MACRO, a liquid scintillator
detector combined with tracking devices, detects upward go-
ing muons and PC events.

The flight length of the atmospheric neutrinos varies from
∼15 km to 13 000 km depending on the zenith angle of the
neutrino direction. For some oscillation parameters, it should
be possible to observe a zenith angle-dependent deficit (and
possibly excess) of the neutrino flux. However, the direc-
tion of the neutrino must be estimated from the reconstructed
direction of the products of the neutrino interaction. Typ-
ically, for lepton momentum below∼400 MeV/c, the lep-
ton direction has little correlation with the neutrino direction.
Therefore, the zenith angle dependence of the flux as a con-
sequence of neutrino oscillations is largely washed out below
400 MeV/c. The correlation angle gets smaller with increas-
ing lepton momentum.

3.1 Contained events

The zenith angle distributions fore-like andµ-like events ob-
served in Super-Kamiokande (79 ktone·yr) (Kamda, 2001)
are shown in Fig. 6. Theµ-like data have exhibited
a strong deficit of upward going events while no signif-
icant deficit has been observed in thee-like data. It
is known that the flux is essentially up-down symmet-
ric in the absence of neutrino oscillations in the multi-
GeV energy range. We define the up-down double-ratio,
(U/D)Data/(U/D)MC , whereU andD are the numbers
of upward (−1 < cos Θ < −0.2)- and downward(0.2 <
cos Θ < 1)-going events, respectively. For the multi-GeV,
single-ringµ-like plus PC events from Super-Kamiokande,
this double-ratio is0.53 ± 0.04 (stat.) ±0.01 (syst.). The
Kamiokande value for the multi GeV FC+PCµ-like events
was 0.59+0.13

−0.11 (stat.) (Fukuda et al., 1994) and is in good
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Fig. 6. Zenithangledistributionsobserved in Super-Kamiokandebasedon 79 ktonº yr datafor variousdatasamples:(a) Sub-GeV, single-
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histogramsshow the Monte Carlo predictionwithout neutrinoos-
cillations.

5 N % � )- anddownward(
N % � ®Ë°³² ��´ ®Ì# )-going events,re-

spectively. For the multi-GeV, single-ring B -like plus PC
eventsfromSuper-Kamiokande,thisdouble-ratiois

N %�Í�Î M N % NOP�RQ	SUT&S % �ÏM N % N # �RQ	]JQ	S % � . TheKamiokandevaluefor themulti-
GeV FC+PC B -like eventswas

N %�Í�� V��	� 7 8Z �	� 797 �_Q	SUT(S % � (Fukuda
et al., 1994) and is in good agreementwith that of Super-
Kamiokande. Thesevalues,which are close to 0.5, sug-
gest a near-maximal neutrino mixing, since

��§ ~ } ��¨ª© � © /��§ ~ } ��«¬ÑÐ 1 5 � ����� ����� �98 ) / 2 to first approximation,as-
sumingthattherearenoandfull oscillationeffectsfor down-

wardandupwardgoingparticles,respectively.
Figure7 shows thezenithangledistributionsobserved in

Soudan-2(5.1kton¦ yr) (Goodman,2001).Theshapeof the
zenithangledistribution for the CC � > sampleagreeswith
theMC prediction.For theCC ��� sample,adeficitof upward
goingeventshasbeenobserved.FromFigure7,

�R§ ~ } � ¨ª© � ©
/

��§ ~ } � «¬ for the CC ��� sampleis 0.76 M N %�#	Ò �_Q	SUT(S % � .
Althoughthestatisticsof theSoudan-2dataarelimited, the
observed zenith angle-dependentdeficit of B -like eventsis
consistentwith theSuper-Kamiokandedata.

3.2 upwardgoingmuonevents

The typical energy of a neutrinothat producesan upward
through-goingmuon is about100 GeV. Neutrinosarriving
vertically travel 13,000km, while thosearriving horizon-
tally travel only ¤ 500 km. Thesenumbers,togetherwith
the estimated

)+* ���8 region from the FC+PCdata( ¤ ÎÓ�# N Z 8
eV

�
), suggestthattheneutrinooscillationeffectcanbe

seenin thezenithangledistribution of theupward through-
goingmuonevents.Namely, alargerdeficit for verticallyup-
wardthrough-goingmuoneventsis expectedthanfor almost
horizontallygoing muons. Figures6 (h) and8 (top) show
the zenithangledistributionsfor the upward through-going
muonflux observed in Super-Kamiokande (Kamda,2001)
andMACRO (Montaruli, 2001),respectively. Theshapeof
thezenithangledistribution is predictedaccurately(Lipari,
2001). Themeasuredzenith-angledistributionsin theseex-
periments(includingtheold Kamiokandedata (Hatakeyama
etal.,1998))havesimilarshapes:theseexperimentshaveob-

Fig. 6. Zenith angle distributions observed in Super-Kamiokande based on 79 kton·yr data for various data samples:(a) Sub-GeV, single
ring e-like events,(b) multi-GeV, single-ringe-like events,(c) sub-GeV, single-ringµ-like events,(d) multi-GeV, single-ringµ-like plus
PC events,(e) sub-GeV, multi-ringµ-like events,(f) multi-GeV, multi-ringµ-like events,(g) upward stopping muon events, and(h) upward
through-going muon events.cos Θ = 1(−1) means down-going (up-going). The solid histograms show the prediction without neutrino
oscillations. The dashed histograms show the prediction with neutrino oscillations (∆m2

23 = 2.5 × 10−3 eV2, sin2 2θ23 = 1.0). In the
oscillation prediction, various uncertainty parameters such as the absolute normalization were adjusted to give the best fit to the data.
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events,(e) sub-GeV, multi-ring l -like events,(f) multi-GeV, multi-ring l -like events,(g) upward stoppingmuonevents,and(h) upward
through-goingmuonevents. Cos¼½j 1( ¾6¿ ) meansdown-going (up-going). The solid histogramsshow the predictionwithout neutrino
oscillations. The dashedhistogramsshow the predictionwith neutrinooscillations( x.v tt�À j 2.5 Á 10Â À eVt , Ã¡Ä4Å t�Æ	z t�Àkj 1.0). In the
oscillationprediction,variousuncertaintyparameterssuchastheabsolutenormalizationwereadjustedto give thebestfit to thedata.
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5.1 ktonº yr datafor the (a) CC a�b and (b) CC a�Ê samples. The
histogramsshow the Monte Carlo predictionwithout neutrinoos-
cillations.

5 N % � )- anddownward(
N % � ®Ë°³² ��´ ®Ì# )-going events,re-

spectively. For the multi-GeV, single-ring B -like plus PC
eventsfromSuper-Kamiokande,thisdouble-ratiois

N %�Í�Î M N % NOP�RQ	SUT&S % �ÏM N % N # �RQ	]JQ	S % � . TheKamiokandevaluefor themulti-
GeV FC+PC B -like eventswas

N %�Í�� V��	� 7 8Z �	� 797 �_Q	SUT(S % � (Fukuda
et al., 1994) and is in good agreementwith that of Super-
Kamiokande. Thesevalues,which are close to 0.5, sug-
gest a near-maximal neutrino mixing, since
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sumingthattherearenoandfull oscillationeffectsfor down-

wardandupwardgoingparticles,respectively.
Figure7 shows thezenithangledistributionsobserved in

Soudan-2(5.1kton¦ yr) (Goodman,2001).Theshapeof the
zenithangledistribution for the CC � > sampleagreeswith
theMC prediction.For theCC ��� sample,adeficitof upward
goingeventshasbeenobserved.FromFigure7,
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��§ ~ } � «¬ for the CC ��� sampleis 0.76 M N %�#	Ò �_Q	SUT(S % � .
Althoughthestatisticsof theSoudan-2dataarelimited, the
observed zenith angle-dependentdeficit of B -like eventsis
consistentwith theSuper-Kamiokandedata.

3.2 upwardgoingmuonevents

The typical energy of a neutrinothat producesan upward
through-goingmuon is about100 GeV. Neutrinosarriving
vertically travel 13,000km, while thosearriving horizon-
tally travel only ¤ 500 km. Thesenumbers,togetherwith
the estimated

)+* ���8 region from the FC+PCdata( ¤ ÎÓ�# N Z 8
eV

�
), suggestthattheneutrinooscillationeffectcanbe

seenin thezenithangledistribution of theupward through-
goingmuonevents.Namely, alargerdeficit for verticallyup-
wardthrough-goingmuoneventsis expectedthanfor almost
horizontallygoing muons. Figures6 (h) and8 (top) show
the zenithangledistributionsfor the upward through-going
muonflux observed in Super-Kamiokande (Kamda,2001)
andMACRO (Montaruli, 2001),respectively. Theshapeof
thezenithangledistribution is predictedaccurately(Lipari,
2001). Themeasuredzenith-angledistributionsin theseex-
periments(includingtheold Kamiokandedata (Hatakeyama
etal.,1998))havesimilarshapes:theseexperimentshaveob-

Fig. 7. Zenith angle distributions observed in Soudan-2 based on
5.1 kton·yr data for the(a) CC νe and (b) CC νµ samples. The
histograms show the Monte Carlo prediction without neutrino os-
cillations.

agreement with that of Super-Kamiokande. These values,
which are close to 0.5, suggest a near-maximal neutrino mix-
ing, since(U/D)Data/(U/D)MC ' 1 − (sin2 2θ23)/2 to
first approximation, assuming that there are no and full os-
cillation effects for downward and upward going particles,
respectively.

Figure 7 shows the zenith angle distributions observed in
Soudan-2 (5.1 kton· yr) (Goodman, 2001). The shape of
the zenith angle distribution for the CCνe sample agrees
with the MC prediction. For the CCνµ sample, a deficit
of upward going events has been observed. From Fig. 7,
(U/D)Data/(U/D)MC for the CC νµ sample is0.76 ±
0.18 (stat.). Although the statistics of the Soudan-2 data are

limited, the observed zenith angle-dependent deficit ofµ-like
events is consistent with the Super-Kamiokande data.

3.2 Upward going muon events

The typical energy of a neutrino that produces an upward
through-going muon is about 100 GeV. Neutrinos arriving
vertically travel 13 000 km, while those arriving horizontally
travel only∼500 km. These numbers, together with the esti-
mated∆m2

23 region from the FC+PC data (∼ 3× 103 eV2),
suggest that the neutrino oscillation effect can be seen in
the zenith angle distribution of the upward through-going
muon events. Namely, a larger deficit for vertically up-
ward through-going muon events is expected than for almost
horizontally going muons. Figures 6 (h) and 8 (top) show
the zenith angle distributions for the upward through-going
muon flux observed in Super-Kamiokande (Kamda, 2001)
and MACRO (Montaruli, 2001), respectively. The shape of
the zenith angle distribution is predicted accurately (Lipari,
2001). The measured zenith-angle distributions in these ex-
periments (including the old Kamiokande data (Hatakeyama
et al., 1998)) have similar shapes: these experiments have ob-
served lower fluxes near the vertical direction compared with
the predicted flux. If the oscillation effect is taken into ac-
count, the observed zenith-angle distributions are explained
well.

The typical energy of a neutrino that produces an upward-
stopping muon is about 10 GeV. Therefore, for some neu-
trino oscillation parameters, the observed flux for the up-
ward stopping muons should be significantly smaller than
the calculated flux. Fig. 6(g) shows the zenith angle distribu-
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Fig. 8. Zenith angledistributions for the upward through-going
muonflux (top),upwardstoppingmuonsplusdownwardPCevents
(middle)andupwardPCevents(bottom)observedin MACRO.The
dashedlinesshow theexpectationfor null oscillations.Theshaded
regionsin thefigureshow theabsolutenormalizationuncertaintyin
theexpectation.Thesolid linesshow theexpectedflux for a Ê cÔa	Õ
oscillationswith ( Ã¡ÄÖÅ t Æ	z t�À j 1.0, x.v tt�À j 2.5 Á 10Â À eVt ).

servedlowerfluxesneartheverticaldirectioncomparedwith
the predictedflux. If the oscillationeffect is taken into ac-
count,the observedzenith-angledistributionsareexplained
well.

Thetypical energy of a neutrinothatproducesanupward
stoppingmuon is about10 GeV. Therefore,for someneu-
trino oscillationparameters,theobservedflux for theupward
stoppingmuonsshouldbesignificantlysmallerthanthecal-
culatedflux. Figure 6(g) shows the zenith angledistribu-
tion for the upward stoppingmuonflux observed in Super-
Kamiokande(Kamda,2001).Also shown in thesamefigure
are the predictedfluxes with and without neutrinooscilla-
tions. Clearly, the predictedflux without neutrinooscilla-
tions disagreeswith the databeyond the systematicuncer-
taintyof theprediction(22%). In addition,theMACRO data
on(upwardstoppingmuons+ downwardPCevents)andup-
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Fig. 9. 90%C.L. allowedregionsfor the a Ê cØa�Õ oscillationpa-
rametersfrom Super-Kamiokande(thick line), Kamiokande(thick
dottedline), MACRO (thin line) andSoudan-2(thin dottedline).
In Super-Kamiokande,FC, PC, upward stoppingmuon and up-
ward through-goingmuon eventsare used. In Kamiokande,FC,
PC andupward through-goingmuonsareused. In MACRO only
upwardthrough-goingmuonsareused.(Theallowedregion based
on MACRO’s upwardstoppingmuonsandPCdatais muchlarger
that on through-goingmuons,and it is not shown.) In Soudan-2,
high-resolutionFC eventsareused.

ward PC eventsalso show deficits and are consistentwith
neutrinooscillations (Spurio,2001), seeFigure 8 (middle
andbottom).

Finally, we mentiontheupwardthroughgoingmuondata
from SNO (Waltham,2001a).Becauseof thegreatdepthof
theSNOdetector(6000m.w.e.),mostof thedownwardgo-
ing muonswith coś ® 0.4aredueto neutrinos.Sincethese
neutrinoinduceddownward going muonshave minimal ef-
fect of neutrinooscillations,the dataconstrainthe absolute
flux of thehighenergy neutrinos.

3.3 Neutrinooscillationanalysis

Thecontainedandtheupwardgoingmuoneventsareconsis-
tently explainedby �����Ù��� oscillations.Thereforewe dis-
cussallowedregionsof neutrinooscillationparameters.The
allowedparameterregionsareshown in Figure9. Thebest-
fit parameterpoint for theSuper-Kamiokandedata (Kamda,
2001)hasbeenfoundat ��� � ����� �98 = 1.00and

):* ��98 � � %�Í�
10Z 8

eV
�
. The � �

valueof thefit for thisoscillationsparam-
eterset is 157.5/170d.o.f., thusthe dataareexplainedwell
by the � � �Ú� � oscillationassumption.The 90% C.L. al-
lowedparameterregion is: sin

� ��� �98�Û 0.90and1.6 �6# N Z 8.Ü)+* ���8 Ü Î�% ^�� 10Z 8
eV

�
. The allowed regionsobtainedby

the analysesfrom Kamiokande (Hatakeyamaet al., 1998),
Soudan-2(Goodman,2001)andMACRO (Montaruli,2001)

Fig. 8. Zenith angle distributions for the upward through-going
muon flux (top), upward stopping muons plus downward PC events
(middle) and upward PC events (bottom) observed in MACRO. The
dashed lines show the expectation for null oscillations. The shaded
regions in the figure show the absolute normalization uncertainty in
the expectation. The solid lines show the expected flux forνµ → ντ
oscillations with (sin2 2θ23 = 1.0, ∆m2

23 = 2.5× 10−3 eV2).

tion for the upward stopping muon flux observed in Super-
Kamiokande (Kamda, 2001). Also, shown in the same figure
are the predicted fluxes with and without neutrino oscilla-
tions. Clearly, the predicted flux without neutrino oscilla-
tions disagrees with the data beyond the systematic uncer-
tainty of the prediction (22%). In addition, the MACRO data
on (upward stopping muons + downward PC events) and up-
ward PC events also show deficits and are consistent with
neutrino oscillations (Spurio, 2001), see Fig. 8 (middle and
bottom).
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muonflux (top),upwardstoppingmuonsplusdownwardPCevents
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servedlowerfluxesneartheverticaldirectioncomparedwith
the predictedflux. If the oscillationeffect is taken into ac-
count,the observedzenith-angledistributionsareexplained
well.

Thetypical energy of a neutrinothatproducesanupward
stoppingmuon is about10 GeV. Therefore,for someneu-
trino oscillationparameters,theobservedflux for theupward
stoppingmuonsshouldbesignificantlysmallerthanthecal-
culatedflux. Figure 6(g) shows the zenith angledistribu-
tion for the upward stoppingmuonflux observed in Super-
Kamiokande(Kamda,2001).Also shown in thesamefigure
are the predictedfluxes with and without neutrinooscilla-
tions. Clearly, the predictedflux without neutrinooscilla-
tions disagreeswith the databeyond the systematicuncer-
taintyof theprediction(22%). In addition,theMACRO data
on(upwardstoppingmuons+ downwardPCevents)andup-
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Fig. 9. 90%C.L. allowedregionsfor the a Ê cØa�Õ oscillationpa-
rametersfrom Super-Kamiokande(thick line), Kamiokande(thick
dottedline), MACRO (thin line) andSoudan-2(thin dottedline).
In Super-Kamiokande,FC, PC, upward stoppingmuon and up-
ward through-goingmuon eventsare used. In Kamiokande,FC,
PC andupward through-goingmuonsareused. In MACRO only
upwardthrough-goingmuonsareused.(Theallowedregion based
on MACRO’s upwardstoppingmuonsandPCdatais muchlarger
that on through-goingmuons,and it is not shown.) In Soudan-2,
high-resolutionFC eventsareused.

ward PC eventsalso show deficits and are consistentwith
neutrinooscillations (Spurio,2001), seeFigure 8 (middle
andbottom).

Finally, we mentiontheupwardthroughgoingmuondata
from SNO (Waltham,2001a).Becauseof thegreatdepthof
theSNOdetector(6000m.w.e.),mostof thedownwardgo-
ing muonswith coś ® 0.4aredueto neutrinos.Sincethese
neutrinoinduceddownward going muonshave minimal ef-
fect of neutrinooscillations,the dataconstrainthe absolute
flux of thehighenergy neutrinos.

3.3 Neutrinooscillationanalysis

Thecontainedandtheupwardgoingmuoneventsareconsis-
tently explainedby �����Ù��� oscillations.Thereforewe dis-
cussallowedregionsof neutrinooscillationparameters.The
allowedparameterregionsareshown in Figure9. Thebest-
fit parameterpoint for theSuper-Kamiokandedata (Kamda,
2001)hasbeenfoundat ��� � ����� �98 = 1.00and

):* ��98 � � %�Í�
10Z 8

eV
�
. The � �

valueof thefit for thisoscillationsparam-
eterset is 157.5/170d.o.f., thusthe dataareexplainedwell
by the � � �Ú� � oscillationassumption.The 90% C.L. al-
lowedparameterregion is: sin

� ��� �98�Û 0.90and1.6 �6# N Z 8.Ü)+* ���8 Ü Î�% ^�� 10Z 8
eV

�
. The allowed regionsobtainedby

the analysesfrom Kamiokande (Hatakeyamaet al., 1998),
Soudan-2(Goodman,2001)andMACRO (Montaruli,2001)

Fig. 9. 90% C.L. allowed regions for theνµ → ντ oscillation pa-
rameters from Super-Kamiokande (thick line), Kamiokande (thick
dotted line), MACRO (thin line) and Soudan-2 (thin dotted line).
In Super-Kamiokande, FC, PC, upward stopping muon and up-
ward through-going muon events are used. In Kamiokande, FC,
PC and upward through-going muons are used. In MACRO only
upward through-going muons are used. (The allowed region based
on MACRO’s upward stopping muons and PC data is much larger
than that on through-going muons, and it is not shown.) In Soudan-
2, high-resolution FC events are used.

Finally, we mention the upward through going muon data
from SNO (Waltham, 2001a). Because of the great depth of
the SNO detector (6000 m.w.e.), most of the downward going
muons withcos Θ < 0.4 are due to neutrinos. Since these
neutrino induced downward going muons have minimal ef-
fect of neutrino oscillations, the data constrain the absolute
flux of the high energy neutrinos.

3.3 Neutrino oscillation analysis

The contained and the upward going muon events are con-
sistently explained byνµ → ντ oscillations. Therefore,
we discuss allowed regions of neutrino oscillation parame-
ters. The allowed parameter regions are shown in Fig. 9.
The best fit parameter point for the Super-Kamiokande data
(Kamda, 2001) has been found atsin2 2θ23 = 1.00 and
∆m2

23 = 2.5× 10−3 eV2. Theχ2 value of the fit for this os-
cillations parameter set is 157.5/170 d.o.f., thus, the data are
explained well by theνµ → ντ oscillation assumption. The
90% C.L. allowed parameter region is:sin2 2θ23 ≥ 0.90 and
1.6×10−3 ≤ ∆m2

23 ≤ 3.6×10−3 eV2. The allowed regions
obtained by the analyses from Kamiokande (Hatakeyama et
al., 1998), Soudan-2 (Goodman, 2001) and MACRO (Mon-
taruli, 2001) are also shown in Fig. 9.2

2The allowed region obtained by upward through-going muons
in Super-Kamiokande (which is not shown in this figure) is much
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As an extension of the oscillation analysis, we discuss
three flavor neutrino oscillations. We assume that the mass
difference between the lightest and the second lightest neu-
trinos is very small and, therefore, the effect of the oscilla-
tions between these two neutrino eigenstates is invisible in
atmospheric neutrino experiments. This is a reasonable as-
sumption, because the solar neutrino data suggest that∆m2

12

is less than∼ 10−4 eV2, see Fig. 5. Under this assump-
tion, there are only three oscillation parameters;θ13, θ23 and
∆m2(≡ ∆m2

13 = ∆m2
23). Only θ13 is the new parame-

ter, and it represents the first and third generation neutrino
mixing. The data from Super-Kamiokande have been ana-
lyzed along this line. To date, no evidence for finiteθ13 has
been observed, and pure two flavorνν → ντ neutrino oscil-
lations is completely consistent with the data. This result is
also consistent with results from reactor neutrino oscillation
experiments (Apollonio et al., 1999) (Boehm et al., 2001).

An important question to ask is whether neutrino oscilla-
tions generated by neutrino mass and mixing are the only
possible explanation of the atmospheric neutrino data. In-
deed, there have been several proposals for alternative ex-
planations of the atmospheric neutrino data. However, de-
tailed studies of the atmospheric neutrino data have already
excluded these possibilities at more than 99% C.L. In this
conference, we have heard that theνµ → νsterile oscil-
lations have been excluded using high-energyνµ events
(Habig,2001) (Montaruli, 2001) and using neutral current
events (Habig, 2001). Also, neutrino decay has been ex-
cluded using neutral current events (Kamda, 2001). In ad-
dition, Super-Kamiokande reported preliminary results on a
search for CCντ events in the detector (Habig, 2001). The
observed data are consistent with the existence ofντ events
generated by neutrino oscillations at the 2 standard deviation
level. We summarize that the neutrino oscillations between
νµ andντ is essentially the only explanation for the atmo-
spheric neutrino data.3

4 Atmospheric muons

Present atmospheric neutrino experiments usually use fluxes
calculated by (Honda et al., 1995) and (Agrawal et al., 1996)
for the Monte Carlo prediction. These calculations were car-
ried out more than 5 years ago, and suffer from relatively
large uncertainties in the absolute flux (∼20%) due to the
limited data on primary cosmic ray and secondary muon
fluxes. In order to study neutrino oscillations in more detail,

(about a factor 3 insin2 2θ23) larger than that from MACRO. In
my understanding, this is mainly due to difference in the statisti-
cal methods. Super-Kamiokande uses a method recommended in
(Particle Data Group, 1996), while MACRO uses a method recom-
mended in (Particle Data Group, 1998).

3Some alternative explanations suggest that theνµ survival
probability has an exponential form rather than a sinusoidal
form. The proposed MONOLITH experiment (MONOLITH col-
lab., 2001) should be able to distinguish these possibilities by accu-
rately observingP (νµ → νµ) as a function ofL/Eν .

7

arealsoshown in Figure9. 2

Asanextensionof theoscillationanalysis,wediscussthree
flavor neutrinooscillations. We assumethat the massdif-
ferencebetweenthe lightestandthe secondlightestneutri-
nosis very small andthereforethe effect of the oscillations
betweenthesetwo neutrinoeigenstatesis invisible in atmo-
sphericneutrinoexperiments.This is a reasonableassump-
tion, becausethe solar neutrinodatasuggestthat

)+* � 7 � is
lessthan ¤ 10Z X eV

�
, seeFigure5. Underthis assumption,

thereareonly threeoscillationparameters;
�O7 8 ,

� �98 and
)+* ���Ý )+* � 7 8 � ):* ��98 � . Only

� 7 8 is the new parameter, and
it representsthe first and third generationneutrinomixing.
Thedatafrom Super-Kamiokandehave beenanalyzedalong
this line. To date,no evidencefor finite

� 7 8 hasbeenob-
served, andpure two flavor ���Þ�ß��� neutrinooscillations
is completelyconsistentwith the data. This result is also
consistentwith resultsfrom reactorneutrinooscillationex-
periments(Apollonio et al., 1999) (Boehmet al., 2001).

An importantquestionto askis whetherneutrinooscilla-
tions generatedby neutrinomassand mixing are the only
possibleexplanationof the atmosphericneutrinodata. In-
deed,therehave beenseveral proposalsfor alternative ex-
planationsof the atmosphericneutrinodata. However, de-
tailedstudiesof the atmosphericneutrinodatahave already
excludedthesepossibilitiesat more than 99% C.L. In this
conference,wehaveheardthatthe � � ��� ��� >¡ 9�Ö¢ > oscillations
have beenexcludedusing high-energy � � events (Habig,
2001) (Montaruli, 2001) and using neutralcurrentevents
(Habig,2001).Also,neutrinodecayhasbeenexcludedusing
neutralcurrentevents (Kamda,2001). In addition,Super-
Kamiokandereportedpreliminaryresultson asearchfor CC��� eventsin thedetector (Habig,2001). Theobserveddata
areconsistentwith the existenceof ��� eventsgeneratedby
neutrinooscillationsat the 2 standarddeviation level. We
summarizethat theneutrinooscillationsbetween��� and ���
is essentiallythe only explanationfor the atmosphericneu-
trino data.3

4 Atmospheric muons

Presentatmosphericneutrinoexperimentsusuallyusefluxes
calculatedby (Honda et al., 1995) and (Agrawal et al.,
1996) for the Monte Carlo prediction. Thesecalculations
werecarriedoutmorethan5 yearsago,andsuffer from rela-

2Theallowedregion obtainedby upward through-goingmuons
in Super-Kamiokande(which is not shown in this figure) is much
(abouta factor3 in sint Æpz t�À ) larger that from MACRO. In my un-
derstanding,this is mainly dueto differencein thestatisticalmeth-
ods. Super-Kamiokandeusesa methodrecommendedin (Particle
DataGroup,1996),while MACRO usesa methodrecommendedin
(ParticleDataGroup,1998).

3Some alternative explanationssuggestthat the a�Ê survival
probability hasan exponentialform ratherthana sinusoidalform.
The proposedMONOLITH experiment (MONOLITH collab.,
2001)shouldbeableto distinguishthesepossibilitiesby accurately
observingà�gáa�Ê.cÔa	Ê(s asa functionof âäã	å�æ .
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Fig. 10. Measuredmuonfluxeson the groundby several experi-
mentswith variousaltitudesandgeomagneticlatitudes.

tively largeuncertaintiesin theabsoluteflux ( ¤ 20%)dueto
thelimited dataon primarycosmicray andsecondarymuon
fluxes.In orderto studyneutrinooscillationsin moredetail,
betterknowledgeon theneutrinoflux is necessary. For this
purpose,it is importantto haveanaccurateknowledgeonthe
fluxesof primarycosmicraysandatmosphericmuons.(At-
mosphericgamma’s thatareproducedby ñ � decayarealso
importantfor constrainingtheneutrinoflux (Kasaharaetal.,
2001).)

Primarycosmicraysup to 100GeV have beenmeasured
accuratelyby recentballoonborneandSpaceShuttleexper-
iments (Sanukiet al., 2001) (Alcarazet al., 2000) (Moc-
chiutti et al., 2001).Sincethis topic is discussedin detailby
otherauthors,I only refer theotherpapers(seefor example
(Gaisseret al., 2001)).

Becauseof thedirectrelationbetweenmuonandneutrino
productionin theatmosphere,accuratedataonthemuonflux
atvariousaltitudesarevery importantto predicttheabsolute
neutrinoflux. Cosmicray muonsat the groundlevel have
beenmeasuredby many experiments. However, it is only
recentdaysthat precisemuon dataat the balloonaltitudes
get available. All thesedataare very useful for constrain-
ing theatmosphericneutrinofluxes. In this conference,new
muonmeasurementswere reportedby variousexperiments
suchasBESS (Motoki et al., 2001) (Sanukiet al., 2001),
CAPRICE (Hansenetal.,2001),and (Tsuji etal., 2001).In
orderto selectmuonswith a high purity, theseexperiments
compriseda varietyof particleidentificationtechniques.As
a few examples,Figures10, 11 and12 show the measured
muonfluxeson theground,duringtheascendof theballoon

Fig. 10. Measured muon fluxes on the ground by several experi-
ments with various altitudes and geomagnetic latitudes.

better knowledge on the neutrino flux is necessary. For this
purpose, it is important to have an accurate knowledge on the
fluxes of primary cosmic rays and atmospheric muons. (At-
mospheric gamma’s that are produced byπ0 decay are also
important for constraining the neutrino flux (Kasahara et al.,
2001)).

Primary cosmic rays up to 100 GeV have been measured
accurately by recent balloon borne and Space Shuttle exper-
iments (Sanuki et al., 2001) (Alcaraz et al., 2000) (Mocchi-
utti et al., 2001). Since this topic is discussed in detail by
other authors, I only refer the other papers (see, for example,
(Gaisser et al., 2001)).

Because of the direct relation between muon and neutrino
production in the atmosphere, accurate data on the muon flux
at various altitudes are very important to predict the absolute
neutrino flux. Cosmic ray muons at the ground level have
been measured by many experiments. However, it is only
recent days that precise muon data at the balloon altitudes
get available. All these data are very useful for constrain-
ing the atmospheric neutrino fluxes. In this conference, new
muon measurements were reported by various experiments
such as BESS (Motoki et al., 2001) (Sanuki et al., 2001),
CAPRICE (Hansen et al., 2001), and (Tsuji et al., 2001). In
order to select muons with a high purity, these experiments
comprised a variety of particle identification techniques. As
a few examples, Figs. 10, 11 and 12 show the measured
muon fluxes on the ground, during the ascend of the balloon
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Fig. 11. Measuredmuonfluxesduring the ascendof balloonex-
periments.Blank andblacksquaresshow datafrom BESS-98and
CAPRICE-98,respectively. Dottedandsolid linesshow predictions
by (Hondaet al., 2001)and (Engelet al., 2001),respectively. The
meanmomentumsare1.0,1.5,2.5,3.9and6.3GeV/ó from thetop
to thebottom.

experiments,andat4 - 5 g/cm
�

altitude,respectively. (There
are more data,however I have not includedmeasurements
which arenormalizedto someotherresults.)In addition,in
relatively shallow underground,two LEP experiments (Le
Coultre,2001) (Mailov et al., 2001)reportedprecisemea-
surementsof cosmicraymuonsup to 1000GeV/¥ . It is clear
from Figure10 that the muondataon groundis very accu-
rate.Thedatafrom BESSandCAPRICEtakenatLynnLake
in Canadaagreeswithin 5%. Furthermore,weclearlyseeal-
titude andgeomagneticcutoff dependenceof the measured
fluxes.

In theGeVenergy range,mostof themuonsdecaybefore
reachingto the ground. Therefore,the comparisonof the
dataandcalculationof the groundmuonflux is sensitive to
experimentalconditionssuchasthetemperatureor theatmo-
sphericpressure.It couldbemoreimportantfor thenormal-
izationof theneutrinoflux to comparethecalculationandthe
dataat high altitude. Theflux measurementat very high al-
titudeis moredifficult dueto higherprotonflux. Especially,
in the high momentumrange,the separationof muonsand
protonsis difficult. In this conference,CAPRICEreported
the measurementof the B V flux in the atmosphereup to 18
GeV/¥ for the first time (Hansenet al., 2001). However,
the high altitudemuondataarestill limited in the statistics
andthemomentumrangeasseenin Figures11 and12. We
really hopeto have higherstatisticsdatain the nearfuture.
Onegoodnewswe have heardin this conferenceis a planto
havededicatedatmosphericmuonmeasurementby theWiZ-
ard/CAPRICEcollaborationin 2002 (Circellaet al., 2001).
Ourknowledgeontheflux of atmosphericmuonswill beim-
provedsignificantlyby thesefuturemeasurements.
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Fig. 12. Measuredmuonfluxesat 3 - 5 g/cmt altitude.Also shown
arethecalculatedmuonflux by (Hondaetal., 1995).

5 Atmospheric neutrino flux calculations

Becauseof theneedfor a precisepredictionof the neutrino
flux for theatmosphericneutrinoexperiments,therearesev-
eralnew flux calculations.In thisconference,7 new flux cal-
culationactivitieshavebeenreported(Battistonietal.,2001,
2000) (Hondaet al., 2001) (Engelet al., 2001) (Wentzet
al.,2001) (Tserkovnyaketal.,2001) (Fiorentinietal.,2001)
(Liu et al., 2001).

Threedimensionalcalculationsof theflux areparticularly
emphasizedrecently. Thefluxestypically usedin thepresent
atmosphericneutrinoexperimentsarecalculatedby onedi-
mensionalapproximations (Hondaet al., 1995) (Agrawal
et al., 1996). Namely, afteran interactionof a primarycos-
mic rayparticlewith anair nuclei,all thesecondaryparticles
areassumedto be on the line of the primary particle’s mo-
tion. The threedimensionalflux calculationshave found a
significantenhancementof the flux nearthe horizon in the
sub-GeVenergy range.Figure13comparesthefluxesby the
one-dimensionalandthreedimensionalcalculations(Battis-
toni et al., 2001,2000). Theenhancementcanbeexplained
by a biggertargetmasspersolid anglenearthehorizon,see
(Lipari, 2000)for amorecompletediscussion.

Anotherimportantquantitythat is relatedto neutrinoos-
cillationsis the � � ~ �O> flux ratio. Figure14 shows the

� � � `� � � ~ � �O> ` ��>û� flux ratioasa functionof
, -

integratingover
the solid angle. Within 5%, thereis no differencebetween
the threedimensionaland one dimensionalcalculationre-
sultsbelow 30 GeV. Above 30 GeV, the differenceis larger
than5%. However, this mustbedueto thedifferencein the
hadronicinteractionmodel,especiallyin the Kaon produc-
tion.

Although the threedimensionalflux calculationspredict
a horizontalenhancementfor the sub-GeVflux, the present
atmosphericneutrinoexperimentsdo not have enoughan-

Fig. 11. Measured muon fluxes during the ascend of balloon ex-
periments. Blank and black squares show data from BESS-98 and
CAPRICE-98, respectively. Dotted and solid lines show predictions
by (Honda et al., 2001) and (Engel et al., 2001), respectively. The
mean momentums are 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, 3.9 and 6.3 GeV/o” from the top
to the bottom.

experiments, and at 4–5 g/cm2 altitude, respectively. (There
are more data, however, I have not included measurements
which are normalized to some other results.) In addition,
in relatively shallow underground, two LEP experiments (Le
Coultre, 2001; Mailov et al., 2001) reported precise mea-
surements of cosmic ray muons up to 1000 GeV/c. It is clear
from Fig. 10 that the muon data on ground is very accurate.
The data from BESS and CAPRICE taken at Lynn Lake in
Canada agrees within 5%. Furthermore, we clearly see al-
titude and geomagnetic cutoff dependence of the measured
fluxes.

In the GeV energy range, most of the muons decay be-
fore reaching to the ground. Therefore, the comparison of
the data and calculation of the ground muon flux is sensi-
tive to experimental conditions such as the temperature or
the atmospheric pressure. It could be more important for the
normalization of the neutrino flux to compare the calculation
and the data at high altitude. The flux measurement at very
high altitude is more difficult due to higher proton flux. Espe-
cially, in the high momentum range, the separation of muons
and protons is difficult. In this conference, CAPRICE re-
ported the measurement of theµ+ flux in the atmosphere up
to 18 GeV/c for the first time (Hansen et al., 2001). However,
the high altitude muon data are still limited in the statistics
and the momentum range as seen in Figs. 11 and 12. We
really hope to have higher statistics data in the near future.
One good news we have heard in this conference is a plan to
have dedicated atmospheric muon measurement by the WiZ-
ard/CAPRICE collaboration in 2002 (Circella et al., 2001).
Our knowledge on the flux of atmospheric muons will be im-
proved significantly by these future measurements.
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Fig. 11. Measuredmuonfluxesduring the ascendof balloonex-
periments.Blank andblacksquaresshow datafrom BESS-98and
CAPRICE-98,respectively. Dottedandsolid linesshow predictions
by (Hondaet al., 2001)and (Engelet al., 2001),respectively. The
meanmomentumsare1.0,1.5,2.5,3.9and6.3GeV/ó from thetop
to thebottom.

experiments,andat4 - 5 g/cm
�

altitude,respectively. (There
are more data,however I have not includedmeasurements
which arenormalizedto someotherresults.)In addition,in
relatively shallow underground,two LEP experiments (Le
Coultre,2001) (Mailov et al., 2001)reportedprecisemea-
surementsof cosmicraymuonsup to 1000GeV/¥ . It is clear
from Figure10 that the muondataon groundis very accu-
rate.Thedatafrom BESSandCAPRICEtakenatLynnLake
in Canadaagreeswithin 5%. Furthermore,weclearlyseeal-
titude andgeomagneticcutoff dependenceof the measured
fluxes.

In theGeVenergy range,mostof themuonsdecaybefore
reachingto the ground. Therefore,the comparisonof the
dataandcalculationof the groundmuonflux is sensitive to
experimentalconditionssuchasthetemperatureor theatmo-
sphericpressure.It couldbemoreimportantfor thenormal-
izationof theneutrinoflux to comparethecalculationandthe
dataat high altitude. Theflux measurementat very high al-
titudeis moredifficult dueto higherprotonflux. Especially,
in the high momentumrange,the separationof muonsand
protonsis difficult. In this conference,CAPRICEreported
the measurementof the B V flux in the atmosphereup to 18
GeV/¥ for the first time (Hansenet al., 2001). However,
the high altitudemuondataarestill limited in the statistics
andthemomentumrangeasseenin Figures11 and12. We
really hopeto have higherstatisticsdatain the nearfuture.
Onegoodnewswe have heardin this conferenceis a planto
havededicatedatmosphericmuonmeasurementby theWiZ-
ard/CAPRICEcollaborationin 2002 (Circellaet al., 2001).
Ourknowledgeontheflux of atmosphericmuonswill beim-
provedsignificantlyby thesefuturemeasurements.
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Fig. 12. Measuredmuonfluxesat 3 - 5 g/cmt altitude.Also shown
arethecalculatedmuonflux by (Hondaetal., 1995).

5 Atmospheric neutrino flux calculations

Becauseof theneedfor a precisepredictionof the neutrino
flux for theatmosphericneutrinoexperiments,therearesev-
eralnew flux calculations.In thisconference,7 new flux cal-
culationactivitieshavebeenreported(Battistonietal.,2001,
2000) (Hondaet al., 2001) (Engelet al., 2001) (Wentzet
al.,2001) (Tserkovnyaketal.,2001) (Fiorentinietal.,2001)
(Liu et al., 2001).

Threedimensionalcalculationsof theflux areparticularly
emphasizedrecently. Thefluxestypically usedin thepresent
atmosphericneutrinoexperimentsarecalculatedby onedi-
mensionalapproximations (Hondaet al., 1995) (Agrawal
et al., 1996). Namely, afteran interactionof a primarycos-
mic rayparticlewith anair nuclei,all thesecondaryparticles
areassumedto be on the line of the primary particle’s mo-
tion. The threedimensionalflux calculationshave found a
significantenhancementof the flux nearthe horizon in the
sub-GeVenergy range.Figure13comparesthefluxesby the
one-dimensionalandthreedimensionalcalculations(Battis-
toni et al., 2001,2000). Theenhancementcanbeexplained
by a biggertargetmasspersolid anglenearthehorizon,see
(Lipari, 2000)for amorecompletediscussion.

Anotherimportantquantitythat is relatedto neutrinoos-
cillationsis the � � ~ �O> flux ratio. Figure14 shows the

� � � `� � � ~ � �O> ` ��>û� flux ratioasa functionof
, -

integratingover
the solid angle. Within 5%, thereis no differencebetween
the threedimensionaland one dimensionalcalculationre-
sultsbelow 30 GeV. Above 30 GeV, the differenceis larger
than5%. However, this mustbedueto thedifferencein the
hadronicinteractionmodel,especiallyin the Kaon produc-
tion.

Although the threedimensionalflux calculationspredict
a horizontalenhancementfor the sub-GeVflux, the present
atmosphericneutrinoexperimentsdo not have enoughan-

Fig. 12. Measured muon fluxes at 3–5 g/cm2 altitude. Also, shown
are the calculated muon flux by (Honda et al., 1995).

5 Atmospheric neutrino flux calculations

Because of the need for a precise prediction of the neutrino
flux for the atmospheric neutrino experiments, there are sev-
eral new flux calculations. In this conference, 7 new flux cal-
culation activities have been reported (Battistoni et al., 2001,
2000; Honda et al., 2001; Engel et al., 2001; Wentz et al.,
2001; Tserkovnyak et al., 2001; Fiorentini et al., 2001; Liu
et al., 2001).

Three dimensional calculations of the flux are particularly
emphasized recently. The fluxes typically used in the present
atmospheric neutrino experiments are calculated by one di-
mensional approximations (Honda et al., 1995; Agrawal et
al., 1996). Namely, after an interaction of a primary cos-
mic ray particle with an air nuclei, all the secondary particles
are assumed to be on the line of the primary particle’s mo-
tion. The three-dimensional flux calculations have found a
significant enhancement of the flux near the horizon in the
sub-GeV energy range. Fig. 13 compares the fluxes by the
one-dimensional and three dimensional calculations (Battis-
toni et al., 2001, 2000). The enhancement can be explained
by a bigger target mass per solid angle near the horizon, see
(Lipari, 2000) for a more complete discussion.

Another important quantity that is related to neutrino os-
cillations is theνµ/νe flux ratio. Fig. 14 shows the(νµ +
νµ)/(νe + νe) flux ratio as a function ofEν integrating over
he solid angle. Within 5%, there is no difference between
the three dimensional and one dimensional calculation re-
sults below 30 GeV. Above 30 GeV, the difference is larger
than 5%. However, this must be due to the difference in the
hadronic interaction model, especially in the Kaon produc-
tion.

Although the three dimensional flux calculations predict
a horizontal enhancement for the sub-GeV flux, the present
atmospheric neutrino experiments do not have enough an-
gular resolution to detect this effect. Consequently, the en-
hancement does not have any significant effect to the present
neutrino oscillation studies. Indeed, Super-Kamiokande has
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Fig. 13. Calculatedzenith angledistributionsof the atmospheric
neutrinoflux at theSuper-Kamiokandesitefor eachneutrinoflavor
by theFlukagroup (Battistonietal.,2001,2000).Blackcirclesand
whitesquaresshow thecalculatedfluxesbasedonthreedimensional
andonedimensionalsimulations,respectively.

gular resolutionto detectthis effect. Consequently, the en-
hancementdoesnothaveany significanteffect to thepresent
neutrinooscillationstudies.Indeed,Super-Kamiokandehas
comparedtheallowedregionsof neutrinooscillationparame-
tersbasedonfluxesbyaone-dimensionalcalculation(Honda
et al., 1995)anda three-dimensionalcalculation (Battistoni
et al., 2001,2000),andhasfound no big differencein the
allowedregions.

As we have discussedin the previous section,thereare
precisedataon primarycosmicray fluxes,especiallybelow
100 GeV. Therefore,the absoluteneutrinoflux in the GeV
region canbepredictedprecisely. We hadheardthat recent
calculationsby (Battistoni et al., 2001, 2000) (Hondaet
al., 2001) (Engelet al., 2001) (Tserkovnyak et al., 2001)
(Fiorentini et al., 2001) predict about( # N 5 ��N

)% smaller
fluxesthanthoseof (Hondaet al., 1995)and (Agrawal et
al., 1996)near1 GeV. Onecalculation (Wentzet al., 2001)
hasfound a similar absoluteflux to thoseof (Hondaet al.,
1995)and (Agrawal et al., 1996). Onecalculation (Liu et
al., 2001) hasfound about30% smallerflux, however this
is likely to bedueto theneglectof theprimaryHelium and
heavier nuclei.Weexpectthattheabsoluteflux couldbesim-
ilar to theothersif theheavier primariesareincludedin the
calculation. Figure15 shows the calculatedabsolutefluxes
by severalauthors.In summary, thenew calculationspredict
about( # N 5 �ON

)% smallerfluxes near1 GeV. The general
agreementamongthecalculationsis about M 10%.I estimate
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Fig. 14. Calculatedgáa Ê� a Ê s¡ãOgáa b�� a b s flux ratio asa functionofå æ integratingover thesolid angle.Resultsfrom onedimensional
calculationsareshown by adottedline (Agrawal etal.,1996)anda
thin-solidline (Hondaetal.,1995).Resultsfrom threedimensional
calculationsare shown by a dashedline (Battistoni et al., 2001,
2000)anda thick-solidline (Hondaetal., 2001).

thattheuncertaintiesin theflux andthecrosssectionin neu-
trino interactions( M # N 5 # Í %) almostequallycontribute to
theuncertaintyin theneutrinoevent ratein theGeV energy
region.

Unfortunately, below 1 GeV energy region thecalculated
flux seemsto have largeruncertaintymainly dueto the lim-
ited knowledgeon low energy ( ® 10 GeV) hadroninterac-
tions.TheHARPexperiment (Barr, 2001)shallprovidepre-
ciseinformationon hadroninteractionsin this energy range.
Sincethis experimenthasalreadystartedtakingdata,we ex-
pectthat the ambiguityin the low energy neutrinoflux will
besignificantlyreducedin a few years.

Thehigh energy ( � 1 GeV) neutrinoflux still hasa large
uncertaintydueto thelimited accuracy in themeasuredcos-
mic ray fluxes above 100 GeV. The BESSexperimenthas
beenupgradedto have themaximumdetectablemomentum
of 1 TeV (andhadthe first flight with this detectorconfig-
uration in Sep. 2001). Also, the AMS detectoron Space
Stationwill have the similar momentumcoverageandpro-
vide high statisticsdatain about5 years. Thesedatashall
significantlyimprove theaccuracy in the predictedneutrino
flux in thehigh energy range.However, in orderto improve
theaccuracy in theflux of upwardthroughgoingmuonssub-
stantially, the neutrinoflux up to ¤ 1 TeV needsto be pre-
dictedaccurately. This requiresaccurateprimarycosmicray
flux measurementsupto ¤ 10TeV andpreciseknowledgeon

Fig. 13. Calculated zenith angle distributions of the atmospheric
neutrino flux at the Super-Kamiokande site for each neutrino flavor
by the Fluka group (Battistoni et al., 2001, 2000). Black circles and
white squares show the calculated fluxes based on three dimensional
and one dimensional simulations, respectively.

compared the allowed regions of neutrino oscillation parame-
ters based on fluxes by a one-dimensional calculation (Honda
et al., 1995) and a three-dimensional calculation (Battistoni
et al., 2001, 2000), and has found no big difference in the
allowed regions.

As we have discussed in the previous section, there are
precise data on primary cosmic ray fluxes, especially below
100 GeV. Therefore, the absolute neutrino flux in the GeV
region can be predicted precisely. We had heard that recent
calculations by (Battistoni et al., 2001, 2000; Honda et al.,
2001; Engel et al., 2001; Tserkovnyak et al., 2001; Fioren-
tini et al., 2001) predict about (10 – 20)% smaller fluxes
than those of (Honda et al., 1995) and (Agrawal et al., 1996)
near 1 GeV. One calculation (Wentz et al., 2001) has found
a similar absolute flux to those of (Honda et al., 1995) and
(Agrawal et al., 1996). One calculation (Liu et al., 2001) has
found about 30% smaller flux, however, this is likely to be
due to the neglect of the primary Helium and heavier nuclei.
We expect that the absolute flux could be similar to the oth-
ers if the heavier primaries are included in the calculation.
Figure 15 shows the calculated absolute fluxes by several au-
thors. In summary, the new calculations predict about (10
– 20)% smaller fluxes near 1 GeV. The general agreement
among the calculations is about±10%. I estimate that the
uncertainties in the flux and the cross section in neutrino in-
teractions (±10 – 15 %) almost equally contribute to the un-
certainty in the neutrino event rate in the GeV energy region.

Unfortunately, below 1 GeV energy region the calculated
flux seems to have larger uncertainty mainly due to the lim-
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Fig. 13. Calculatedzenith angledistributionsof the atmospheric
neutrinoflux at theSuper-Kamiokandesitefor eachneutrinoflavor
by theFlukagroup (Battistonietal.,2001,2000).Blackcirclesand
whitesquaresshow thecalculatedfluxesbasedonthreedimensional
andonedimensionalsimulations,respectively.

gular resolutionto detectthis effect. Consequently, the en-
hancementdoesnothaveany significanteffect to thepresent
neutrinooscillationstudies.Indeed,Super-Kamiokandehas
comparedtheallowedregionsof neutrinooscillationparame-
tersbasedonfluxesbyaone-dimensionalcalculation(Honda
et al., 1995)anda three-dimensionalcalculation (Battistoni
et al., 2001,2000),andhasfound no big differencein the
allowedregions.

As we have discussedin the previous section,thereare
precisedataon primarycosmicray fluxes,especiallybelow
100 GeV. Therefore,the absoluteneutrinoflux in the GeV
region canbepredictedprecisely. We hadheardthat recent
calculationsby (Battistoni et al., 2001, 2000) (Hondaet
al., 2001) (Engelet al., 2001) (Tserkovnyak et al., 2001)
(Fiorentini et al., 2001) predict about( # N 5 ��N

)% smaller
fluxesthanthoseof (Hondaet al., 1995)and (Agrawal et
al., 1996)near1 GeV. Onecalculation (Wentzet al., 2001)
hasfound a similar absoluteflux to thoseof (Hondaet al.,
1995)and (Agrawal et al., 1996). Onecalculation (Liu et
al., 2001) hasfound about30% smallerflux, however this
is likely to bedueto theneglectof theprimaryHelium and
heavier nuclei.Weexpectthattheabsoluteflux couldbesim-
ilar to theothersif theheavier primariesareincludedin the
calculation. Figure15 shows the calculatedabsolutefluxes
by severalauthors.In summary, thenew calculationspredict
about( # N 5 �ON

)% smallerfluxes near1 GeV. The general
agreementamongthecalculationsis about M 10%.I estimate
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Fig. 14. Calculatedgáa Ê� a Ê s¡ãOgáa b�� a b s flux ratio asa functionofå æ integratingover thesolid angle.Resultsfrom onedimensional
calculationsareshown by adottedline (Agrawal etal.,1996)anda
thin-solidline (Hondaetal.,1995).Resultsfrom threedimensional
calculationsare shown by a dashedline (Battistoni et al., 2001,
2000)anda thick-solidline (Hondaetal., 2001).

thattheuncertaintiesin theflux andthecrosssectionin neu-
trino interactions( M # N 5 # Í %) almostequallycontribute to
theuncertaintyin theneutrinoevent ratein theGeV energy
region.

Unfortunately, below 1 GeV energy region thecalculated
flux seemsto have largeruncertaintymainly dueto the lim-
ited knowledgeon low energy ( ® 10 GeV) hadroninterac-
tions.TheHARPexperiment (Barr, 2001)shallprovidepre-
ciseinformationon hadroninteractionsin this energy range.
Sincethis experimenthasalreadystartedtakingdata,we ex-
pectthat the ambiguityin the low energy neutrinoflux will
besignificantlyreducedin a few years.

Thehigh energy ( � 1 GeV) neutrinoflux still hasa large
uncertaintydueto thelimited accuracy in themeasuredcos-
mic ray fluxes above 100 GeV. The BESSexperimenthas
beenupgradedto have themaximumdetectablemomentum
of 1 TeV (andhadthe first flight with this detectorconfig-
uration in Sep. 2001). Also, the AMS detectoron Space
Stationwill have the similar momentumcoverageandpro-
vide high statisticsdatain about5 years. Thesedatashall
significantlyimprove theaccuracy in the predictedneutrino
flux in thehigh energy range.However, in orderto improve
theaccuracy in theflux of upwardthroughgoingmuonssub-
stantially, the neutrinoflux up to ¤ 1 TeV needsto be pre-
dictedaccurately. This requiresaccurateprimarycosmicray
flux measurementsupto ¤ 10TeV andpreciseknowledgeon

Fig. 14. Calculated g(νµ + νµ)/(νe + νe) flux ratio as a function
of Eν integrating over the solid angle. Results from one dimen-
sional calculations are shown by a dotted line (Agrawal et al., 1996)
and a thin-solid line (Honda et al., 1995). Results from three di-
mensional calculations are shown by a dashed line (Battistoni et al.,
2001, 2000) and a thick-solid line (Honda et al., 2001).

ited knowledge on low energy (<10 GeV) hadron interac-
tions. The HARP experiment (Barr, 2001) shall provide pre-
cise information on hadron interactions in this energy range.
Since this experiment has already started taking data, we ex-
pect that the ambiguity in the low energy neutrino flux will
be significantly reduced in a few years.

The high energy (�1 GeV) neutrino flux still has a large
uncertainty due to the limited accuracy in the measured cos-
mic ray fluxes above 100 GeV. The BESS experiment has
been upgraded to have the maximum detectable momentum
of 1 TeV (and had the first flight with this detector configu-
ration in Sep. 2001). Also, the AMS detector on Space Sta-
tion will have the similar momentum coverage and provide
high statistics data in about 5 years. These data shall signif-
icantly improve the accuracy in the predicted neutrino flux
in the high energy range. However, in order to improve the
accuracy in the flux of upward through going muons substan-
tially, the neutrino flux up to∼1 TeV needs to be predicted
accurately. This requires accurate primary cosmic ray flux
measurements up to∼10 TeV and precise knowledge on the
hadron interaction (especially on the Kaon production). We
hope that future cosmic ray experiments could provide accu-
rate flux data in this energy range.
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solid line (Hondaetal., 2001).

the hadroninteraction(especiallyon the Kaon production).
We hopethat future cosmicray experimentscould provide
accurateflux datain this energy range.

6 Neutrino astronomy

Observationof high energy gammaraysfrom variousastro-
nomicalsourcesstronglysuggeststhathighenergy neutrinos
might alsooriginatefrom thesesources.However, detailed
theoreticalstudiespredictthatvery largedetectorsareneces-
saryto detecttheseneutrinos.In theGeV energy region, the
flux of theatmosphericneutrinosis dominant,andtherefore
it is not realisticto searchfor astronomicalneutrinosin this
energy range.However, theflux of theastronomicalneutri-
nosis expectedto behavelike

, Z�� � � � Z � � [��-
, whereasthespec-

trum of atmosphericneutrinosabove 100 GeV falls rapidly
like

, Z 8 � G-
, resultingin a improved signal to noiseratio at

higherenergies. In addition, the neutrinointeractioncross
sectionandthemuonrangeincreasewith energy. Therefore,
astronomicalneutrinosaretypically searchedfor usinghigh
energy upwardgoingmuons.

The topics of neutrinoastronomywere extensively dis-
cussedat thePlenarySession(Learned,2001).Therefore,I
will only summarizethepresentstatusandfutureprospectof

thefield briefly.
Neutrinopoint sourceshave beensearchedfor by under-

groundexperiments.The upward going muonsamplesob-
served in MACRO andSuper-Kamiokandehave beenused.
MACRO (Perrone,2001) and Super-Kamiokande (Mat-
suno, 2001) have observed 1356 and 1761 upward going
muons,respectively. However theseexperimentshave not
observed any directionalclusteringof events,andtherefore
found no evidencefor neutrinopoint sources.The typical
upperlimit ontheflux of upwardgoingmuonsis of theorder
of # N Z�� 7 [pZ 7 X � cmZ �

sZ 7
. This limit canbe translatedto the

neutrinoflux limit assuming
, Z �-

spectrum.Theflux limit is
of theorderof

, �- ¦�� ® # N Z W cmZ �
sZ 7

GeV, where � is the
neutrinoflux. A similar limit was obtainedby AMANDA
(Wiebusch,2001). It shouldbe mentionedthat the present
limits areonly aboutan orderof magnitudehigherthanthe
TeV gammaray flux duringMarakarian501’s high gamma-
ray emissionstatein 1997.Therefore,theseexperimentsare
almostreachingto thelevel of sensitivity wheremodelsthat
predict neutrinoemissionsof the order of the gammaray
emissionscanbetested.

Thespectrumof theastronomicalneutrinosaregenerally
expectedto beharder. For upwardgoingmuoneventsfrom
theseneutrinosources,the typical energy of the muonsare
higher, andtherefore,dE/dx of the muonsarelarger. Large
dE/dx upward going muonshave beensearchedfor in the
MACRO (Perrone,2001),andAMANDA (Hill, Leuthold,
2001)experiments.Also, high energy ��> eventshave been
searchedfor in the Baikal (Balkanov et al., 2001) (Balka-
nov et al., 2001)andAMANDA (Taboada,Kowalski,2001)
experiments.High energy � > eventsshouldlook like isolated
cascades.Theseexperimentshave not found any evidence
for theseneutrinos.Figure16 summarizesthepresentlimits
on astronomicalneutrinos.Thepresentlimits areof theor-
der of

, �- ¦�� ® # N Z W cmZ �
sZ 7

srZ 7
GeV. We find that the

presentlimits arejust reachingto the mostoptimistic theo-
reticalcalculations.

To date,therehasbeenstill no evidencefor astronomical
neutrinos.However, thereisaveryimpressiveprogressin the
preparationandconstructionof thenext generationneutrino
telescopes.Also shown in Figure16 aretheexpectedsensi-
tivities in theneutrinoastronomyin variousnext generation
neutrinotelescopes(Barwick,2001) (Capone,2001) (Tza-
marias,2001) (Goldschmidt,2001)andtheexpectedstaring
dateof theoperationof thesetelescopes.Wefind that,in gen-
eral,thesensitivity of theseexperimentslargelycoversmany
of thetheoreticalmodelsthatpredictastronomicalneutrinos.
I hopethatbig newswill bereportedfrom theseexperiments
in thenext ICRC’s.

Beforeendingthissection,I would like to make two com-
ments. Becauseof ���±� ��� oscillationswith almost the
full mixing, weexpectthatahalf of �J�� Q

thatareproducedat
an astronomicalneutrinosourceshouldoscillateto � � . On
the otherhand,becauseof the relatively small diameterof
theEarth,high energy ( � � � # � I�!K� ) atmospheric�J�� Q

can-
not oscillatedto � � while propagatingin the Earth. There-
fore, anobservation of onevery high energy � � event is al-

Fig. 15.Calculated atmospheric neutrino fluxes as a function ofEν
integrating over the solid angle. Fluxes calculated more than 5 years
ago that are used in the Monte Carlo of the present atmospheric
neutrino experiments (one dimensional calculations) are shown by
a dotted line (Agrawal et al., 1996) and a thin-solid line (Honda et
al., 1995). Recent fluxes from three dimensional calculations are
shown by a dashed line (Battistoni et al., 2001, 2000) and a thick
solid line (Honda et al., 2001).

6 Neutrino astronomy

Observation of high energy gamma rays from various astro-
nomical sources strongly suggests that high energy neutrinos
might also originate from these sources. However, detailed
theoretical studies predict that very large detectors are nec-
essary to detect these neutrinos. In the GeV energy region,
the flux of the atmospheric neutrinos is dominant, and, there-
fore, it is not realistic to search for astronomical neutrinos
in this energy range. However, the flux of the astronomical
neutrinos is expected to behave like,E−(2.0−2.5)

ν , whereas
the spectrum of atmospheric neutrinos above 100 GeV falls
rapidly like,E−3.7

ν , resulting in a improved signal to noise
ratio at higher energies. In addition, the neutrino interac-
tion cross section and the muon range increase with energy.
Therefore, astronomical neutrinos are typically searched for
using high energy upward going muons.

The topics of neutrino astronomy were extensively dis-
cussed at the Plenary Session (Learned, 2001). Therefore,
I will only summarize the present status and future prospect
of the field briefly.

Neutrino point sources have been searched for by under-
ground experiments. The upward going muon samples ob-
served in MACRO and Super-Kamiokande have been used.
MACRO (Perrone, 2001) and Super-Kamiokande (Matsuno,
2001) have observed 1356 and 1761 upward going muons,

respectively. However, these experiments have not observed
any directional clustering of events, and, therefore, found
no evidence for neutrino point sources. The typical upper
limit on the flux of upward going muons is of the order of
10−(15−14) cm−2s−1. This limit can be translated to the neu-
trino flux limit assumingE−2

ν - spectrum. The flux limit is
of the order ofE2

ν · Φ < 10−6 cm−2s−1GeV, whereΦ is the
neutrino flux. A similar limit was obtained by AMANDA
(Wiebusch, 2001). It should be mentioned that the present
limits are only about an order of magnitude higher than the
TeV gamma ray flux during Marakarian 501’s high gamma-
ray emission state in 1997. Therefore, these experiments are
almost reaching to the level of sensitivity where models that
predict neutrino emissions of the order of the gamma ray
emissions can be tested.

The spectrum of the astronomical neutrinos are generally
expected to be harder. For upward going muon events from
these neutrino sources, the typical energy of the muons are
higher, and, therefore,dE/dx of the muons are larger. Large
dE/dx upward going muons have been searched for in the
MACRO (Perrone, 2001), and AMANDA (Hill, Leuthold,
2001) experiments. Also, high energyνe events have been
searched for in the Baikal (Balkanov et al., 2001; Balkanov
et al., 2001) and AMANDA (Taboada, Kowalski, 2001) ex-
periments. High energyνe events should look like isolated
cascades. These experiments have not found any evidence
for these neutrinos. Figure 16 summarizes the present limits
on astronomical neutrinos. The present limits are of the order
ofE2

ν ·Φ < 10−6 cm−2s−1sr−1GeV. We find that the present
limits are just reaching to the most optimistic theoretical cal-
culations.

To date, there has been still no evidence for astronomical
neutrinos. However, there is a very impressive progress in the
preparation and construction of the next generation neutrino
telescopes. Also, shown in Fig. 16 are the expected sensitivi-
ties in the neutrino astronomy in various next generation neu-
trino telescopes (Barwick, 2001; Capone, 2001; Tzamarias,
2001; Goldschmidt, 2001) and the expected starting date of
the operation of these telescopes. We find that, in general,
the sensitivity of these experiments largely covers many of
the theoretical models that predict astronomical neutrinos. I
hope that big news will be reported from these experiments
in the next ICRC’s.

Before ending this section, I would like to make two com-
ments. Because ofνµ → ντ oscillations with almost the
full mixing, we expect that a half ofνµ that are produced at
an astronomical neutrino source should oscillate toντ . On
the other hand, because of the relatively small diameter of
the Earth, high energy (> O(1 TeV)) atmosphericνµ’s can-
not oscillated toντ while propagating in the Earth. There-
fore, an observation of one very high energyντ event is al-
most enough to prove the existence of astronomical neutri-
nos. Theseντ events in these high energy regions have been
discussed by several authors in this conference (see discus-
sions in Sessions HE2.04 and HE2.05). For example, a tau
lepton produced by aντ with Eν ∼ 1015−16 eV, should typ-
ically travelO(100 m) before decay. These neutrino events
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Fig. 16.Present upper limits on astronomical neutrino flux and var-
ious theoretical calculations are compared. Also, shown are the sen-
sitivities of next generation neutrino telescopes. (The original figure
was taken from (Balkanov et al., 2001). See (Balkanov et al., 2001)
for the references of the theoretical calculations.)

should be observed as “double-bang” events (Learned, Pak-
vasa, 1995) (one cascade shower is produced at the neutrino
interaction point and the other is produced at the tau decay
point) in large neutrino telescopes.

If the energy of neutrinos is much higher than 100 TeV,
the Earth is no more transparent to neutrinos. In the energy
region higher than1018 eV, the probability of a neutrino in-
teraction in the air is not negligible. These extremely high
energy neutrinos have been searched for in an air shower ex-
periment, AGASA (Yoshida et al., 2001). Penetrating, hor-
izontal air shower events have been searched for. This ex-
periment has observed 1 candidate event, which is consistent
with the estimated background of 0.52+0.31

−0.20. This result has
set a flux limit ofE2

ν · Φ < 10−5.5 cm2s−1sr−1GeV in the
energy range of10(18−20) eV assumingE−2

ν energy spec-
trum. Also, a result from the RICE (Seckel et al., 2001) was
presented.

7 Summary

These have been a lot of progress in the neutrino and muon
fields in the last two years. One of the biggest news in this
conference was the first results from the SNO solar neutrino
experiment. SNO has observed a clear CC signal. The com-
bined results from SNO and Super-Kamiokande give evi-
dence for solar neutrino oscillations,νe → νµ or τ . In addi-
tion, combined analyses of recent precise solar neutrino data
exclude “small mixing MSW solution” of the solar neutrino
problem. Only a largeθ12 is allowed. However, both a large
(∼ 10−4 eV2) and a small (∼ 10−7 eV2) ∆m2

12 are still al-
lowed.

The atmospheric neutrino data have been improved sig-
nificantly in statistics. These high statistics data are used

to study details of neutrino oscillations. In fact, many of
the non-standard explanations of the atmospheric neutrino
data have already been excluded. On the other hand, two
flavor νµ → ντ oscillations still explain all the data. The
90%C.L. allowed parameter region from Super-Kamiokande
is 1.6 × 10−3 < ∆m2

23 < 3.6 × 10−3 eV2 andsin2 2θ23 >
0.90. In order to further improve the understanding of the at-
mospheric neutrino oscillations, it is very important to have
accurate predictions of the flux. In this conference, there
have been many presentations on primary and secondary cos-
mic ray measurements and new flux calculations. The high
activity of these fields together with increased statistics of the
neutrino data and new atmospheric neutrino experiments, en-
sures that atmospheric neutrinos shall continue to contribute
to the understanding of neutrino mass and mixing.

To date, no evidence for astronomical neutrinos has been
observed. However, the construction of neutrino telescopes
has been in progress steadily. Therefore, we expect that these
neutrino signals could be observed in a relatively near future.
Finally, we would like to stress that the basic information
on neutrino mass and mixing, which are the key elements to
“beyond the standard model” of elementary-particle physics,
has been obtained by the cosmic ray experiments.
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